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Abstract
We present Actema, a prototype of graphical user interface
where formal proofs can be built through gestural actions,
and its integration within Coq through the coq-actema plu-
gin. The latter relies on a client-server architecture, where
the plugin requests proof steps from the interface, and then
compiles them to appropriate tactic calls. To avoid clutter-
ing the proof script with these calls, graphical proofs are
stored separately on disk, and recompiled upon execution of
the script. This should also allow to “replay” proofs visually
in the interface, which is vital for readability and mainte-
nance.The plugin is usable with any Coq IDE, and its design
adapted to any goal-directed interactive theoremprover sup-
porting intuitionistic first-order logic.

Keywords: graphical user interfaces, coq plugin, client-server
protocol

1 Introduction
InteractiveTheorem Provers allow the user to incrementally
construct formal proofs through an interaction loop. One
progresses through a sequence of states corresponding to
incomplete proofs. Each of these states is itself described by
a finite set of goals and the proof is completed once there are
no goals left. From the user’s point of view, a goal appears
as a sequent, in the sense coined by Gentzen. In the case of
intuitionistic logic that is:

• One particular proposition𝐴which is to be proved, we
designate it as the goal’s conclusion,

• a set of propositions Γ corresponding to hypotheses.
The user performs actions on one such goal at a time, and
the actions transform the goal, or rather replace the goal by
a new set of goals. When this set is empty, the goal is said
to be solved.

In the dominant paradigm, these commands are provided
by the user in text form; since Robin Milner and LCF [8]
they are called tactics.

The present work is a form of continuation of the Proof-
by-Pointing (PbP) effort, initiated in the 1990s byGilles Kahn,
Yves Bertot, Laurent Théry and their group [3]. Both works
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share a main idea which is to replace the textual tactic com-
mands by physical actions performed by the user on a graph-
ical user interface. In both cases, the items the user performs
actions on are the current goal’s conclusion and hypotheses.
What is new in our work is that we allow not only to click
on subterms of these items, but also to drag-and-drop (DnD)
one subterm onto another. This enriches the language of ac-
tions in, we argue, an intuitive way.

We have implemented a small web-based prototype called
Actema to demonstrate and explore this approach, that should
be usable directly in anyweb browser[5]. It is based on a cus-
tom proof engine for intuitionistic multi-sorted first-order
logic (hereafter designated as iFOL), which for ease and speed
of prototyping does not certify proofs in a trusted kernel.
While the choice of iFOL as a logical framework simplifies
the semantics of proof actions and makes our approach ap-
plicable to most interactive theorem provers, it is not well
suited to the complete formalization of rich theories. Hence
the main focus of the interface has been put on proposing
graphical ways to perform logical inferences, and there is
currently no way to handle databases of definitions, lemmas
and proofs.

To address the previous limitations, and thus enable a
confrontation of our paradigm to real mathematical devel-
opments, we are building coq-actema, a Coq plugin that di-
rectly connects Actema to a running Coq instance. The idea
is that Actema should act as an enhanced graphical, interac-
tive proof view that integrates in the usual text-based work-
flow of proof scripts. An illustration of this is shown in the
screenshot of figure 1.

In the following, we discuss briefly somemotivations that
lead to the development of coq-actema, and describe its over-
all design and architecture. For a review of the interface of
Actema, we refer to previous work [6] and online documen-
tation [5].

2 Motivations
Usually, integrated development environments for Coq live
in an independent process, and exchange datawith Coq through
a high-level communication protocol: either coqtop’s com-
mand line interface, Coq’s default XML protocol, or its im-
proved superset SerAPI [7]. In particular, SerAPI emerged
from the development of jsCoq [1], an IDE that runs entirely
in web browsers by embedding a version of Coq compiled
with js_of_ocaml [9]. Since Actema is also web-based and
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Figure 1. Developing proofs graphically within a textual setting. On the left, the usual interactive view of the proof script,
in the VsCoq IDE. On the right, the graphical proof view of Actema. Blue items correspond to hypotheses, the red item
corresponds to the conclusion, and tabs allow to switch focus between subgoals.

uses js_of_ocaml, our first idea was essentially to fork js-
Coq and replace its interface by that of Actema. However
as noted by E. J. G. Arias, the SerAPI protocol — and in fact
all the other protocols turn out to be too high-level for our
purpose. Typically we need to (partially) translate Coq goals
into iFOL goals, which can be done much more easily with a
direct access to Coq’s low-level API for manipulating kernel
terms. We also heavily rely on unification to interactively
suggest valid actions on subterms of the goal, and none of
the protocols implement unification queries. 1.

Now, remember that Actema is notmeant as a full-fledged
IDE that can manage the state of the proof script and ver-
nacular commands, but only as an enhanced proof view for
manipulating already-parsed logical terms. Considering this
and all the above, the solution of a Coq plugin made a lot
more sense, with the important benefit of ensuring com-
patibility with all existing IDEs. This would also entail eas-
ier adoption of Actema into existing Coq developments and
workflows.

In this setting, Actema still runs in a process indepen-
dent from Coq. It is already made of two layers: a JavaScript
frontend which handles the graphical layout and interac-
tion with the user, and an OCaml backend for the proof en-
gine. We add to this picture a third layer, namely a HTTP
server that handles communication of requests from, and
responses to the Coq plugin. Of course the server runs in a
process of its own, to avoid any delay in the interface. Then
we bundle everything in an Electron application, so that the
interface can easily be run locally on most operating sys-
tems.

1Note that currently, we still perform unification in the backend of Actema.
But having access to Coq’s unification shall prove useful in the future to
support the full logic of Coq, while limiting Actema’s role to that of a graph-
ical frontend.

3 Plugin
On the plugin side, there remains the question of how to in-
tegrate concretely the graphical proofs of Actema into tex-
tual proof scripts. In fact this begs for a deeper question:
how do we represent statically a sequence of graphical ac-
tions, let alone a single action? For a machine representa-
tion, we can just dump the user inputs that triggered the
action, typically the paths that lead to selected subterms in
a drag-and-drop action. But finding a human-readable repre-
sentation that an average user can quickly manipulate and
reason about is a lot more delicate.Themost direct waymay
be to abandon text altogether, and just replay the action on
the interface through a graphical animation. This is an in-
trisically temporal and dynamic representation, akin to a
mathematician unfolding her demonstration on the black-
board.

For nowwe dispensewith such considerations, and choose
to represent a full sequence of actions as a single call to an
actema tactic. When run, it executes essentially the follow-
ing interaction protocol:

1. if the current goal G0 does not have any saved action
sequence associated to it, the plugin sends an action
request to Actema with ⟦G0⟧ as its body, where ⟦·⟧
is a translation function from Coq goals to the iFOL
goals of Actema;

2. then the user can either:
• perform a proof action on ⟦G0⟧ in Actema: this re-

turns an action response withholding the machine
representation A0 of the action. The plugin then
compiles A0 into a tactic ⟦A0⟧, runs it on G0, and
sends the new set of goals in another action re-
quest. This might give back a new action A1, but
this time with an additional index 𝑛1 to indicate the
goal/tab being focused inActema, and thus onwhich
goal ⟦A1⟧ must be applied;

• click on the Done button (top-left corner of fig. 1):
this returns a done response, which ends the inter-
action loop.The sequence (A𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 ) of actions is saved
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on disk in a file ℎ(⟦G0⟧), where ℎ is a hash function
on Actema goals.

Then the next time the actema tactic is called on goal G0,
the plugin will recompile the saved (A𝑖 , 𝑛𝑖 ) into the corre-
sponding Coq tactics, without having to put them explicitly
in the proof script. The user can also overwrite the previous
sequence with the actema_force variant, and store multi-
ple sequences for the same goal by supplying as argument
to the actema tactics an arbitrary Coq string, which plays
the role of an identifier.
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